A Very Nervous Inguinal Floor : Report of a Case
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Abstract. Chronic pain after inguinal hernia repair with prosthetic meshes is recorded in some patients. Although the exact etiology of the pain is not fully understood, it can be related to the trauma to the regional nerves. It is possible to involve these nerves by injuring, suturing, stapling, tacking or compressing them during the operation. Therefore, a delicate surgical approach to the inguinal floor with correct identification of three nerves is necessary for patient comfort at early and late postoperative period. We herein report a surgical view of an inguinal floor which are very rich of neural structures in a patient undergoing an elective inguinal hernia repair. The number of the main nerve bundles was excessive, and they were thicker than generally met. This kind anatomic variations may create a difficulty for repair with prothetic material. The identification of the nerve structures was hard at first sight and the correct identification was only made by consulting the surgical picture with a senior anatomist.

Introduction

Prosthetic mesh repairs for groin hernias have become widespread because of technical simplicity and low recurrence rates. Although their complication rates also low, some patients may complain about chronic pain in the inguinal region after surgery. This problem was, probably, first named by Heise and Starling as “mesh inguinodynia” in 1998 (1). The incidence of chronic pain after inguinal hernia repairs has been reported to be as high as 54% (2). Recently AROORI and SPENCE suggested that this issue should be involved in the informed consent forms of all patients undergoing any type of hernia repair (3).

The exact etiology of postherniorraphy inguinodynia is not fully understood. The source of the pain has been classified into three types: non-neuropathic, neuropathic, and nerve injuries (4). The first one may be arose from a peristomal reaction to fixation sutures, scar tissue or mechanical pressure of folded mesh. Other two types are directly related to the regional nerves as hidden in their terms.

The nerves of the inguinal region that surgeons encounter during hernia repair are iliohypogastric, ilioinguinal and genitofemoral nerves. It is possible to involve these nerves by injuring, suturing, stapling, tacking or compressing them during the operation. Therefore, correct identification of three nerves by means of a good knowledge about the area and a careful mesh placement during open or endoscopic repairs are recommended for patient comfort at early and late postoperative period (5, 6).

Nevertheless regional nerves may show anatomic variations from the patterns presented in anatomy text-books. These variations will make the identification and protection of the nerves difficult for the surgeons. We herein present a surgical view from an inguinal hernia repair. The inguinal floor of the patient were very rich of neural structures and this anatomy itself was a difficulty for repair with prothetic material.

Case Report

Thirty-three-year-old male patient was prepared for an elective inguinal hernia repair in day-case basis. Local anesthesia was applied by using step-by-step infiltration technique. External oblique aponeurosis was opened and inguinal floor entirely exposed. An unusual regional nerve anatomy was encountered. The number of the main nerve bundles was excessive, and they were thicker than generally met. It was really hard to identify and named the whole picture at first sight. A high resolution photograph was taken and to evaluate the nerve distribution later on together with a senior anatomist who has special interest to the inguinal region (The eventual evaluation was presented in Figure 1).

The further necessary dissection and mesh placement was completed without any harm to the nerves. An uneventful postoperative recovery was recorded. The patient has not experienced any regional pain within a one-year period.

Discussion

Regional nerves of the inguinal region have gained importance because of the increase in postoperative pain following groin hernia repairs. Prof. AMID of the
Lichtenstein Hernia Institute suggests that the nerves distributed over the inguinal floor should be as kindly as treated like the laryngeal nerves of a thyroidectomy field (congress speeches, personal communication). In fact, the only concern about these nerves is not pain, but some patients complain about numbness and paresthesia after surgery. All three nerves give sensory branches to a wide skin area including hypogastric region, gluteal region, proximal, medial and lateral aspects of the thigh, supra-pubic region, and external genitalia (7, 8).

It is usually easy to identify and protect the nerves for a surgeon with an adequate anatomical knowledge and surgical experience. However, anatomical variations make that more difficult even for senior surgeons. It has been reported that the course of the branches of these three nerves may show variations from classical anatomical texts almost 50% of the dissections (9, 10). The origin of the nerves at lumbar plexus level may also exhibit differences. BERGMAN reported 10 different types of formation of the ilioinguinal nerve (11). UZMANSEL presented four variations in a 35-year-old female cadaver including a paired ilioinguinal nerve (12). Sometimes, iliohypogastric and ilioinguinal nerves are composed, while iliohypogastric nerve or ilioinguinal nerve may be absent in up to one fourth of the individuals (7, 13).

Typically, all three nerves travel on the psoas major muscle after originating from the lumbar plexus. They pierce transversal fascia and each follow its own course in the inguinal region. Iliohypogastric nerve traverses through the oblique muscles to which it supplies motor branches. It generally pierces the internal oblique muscle lateral to the Lichtenstein incision and courses almost horizontally and ventrally to this muscle to perforate the external oblique aponeurosis (13). Ilioinguinal nerve pierces the internal oblique muscle lateral to the incision in almost one half of the cases, while medial in the other half. It classically travels over or parallel to the spermatic cord just dorsally to the external aponeurosis and is easy to identify in the majority. Both nerves may give smaller branches and make anastomosis with each other. Cutaneous branches of the ilioinguinal nerve also incorporate within the genitofemoral nerve (8).

Genital branch of the genitofemoral nerve also incorporate within the genitofemoral nerve (8).

Genital branch of the genitofemoral nerve is the most difficult to identify during a hernia repair. It enters the surgical field a few millimeters caudally from the internal ring together with the cremasteric artery and vein (13). It has been stated that this nerve can be seen within the cord just under the blue line created by cord veins.

Although some variations and absence of the iliohypogastric and ilioinguinal nerves rather frequent,
duplications are rare. Al-dabbagh found an accessory iliophygoastric or ilioinguinal nerve in 3 of 64 cases. Ndaiye reported two ilioinguinal nerves in one of 100 inguinal dissection (14). Variations of the ilioinguinal nerve have generally reported about its branching around the superficial ring (6, 14).

A neglected structure for inguinal region is subcostal nerve, also known as 12.thoracic nerve. This nerve may be met in the inguinal floor during hernia surgery (4). The structure that marked as a possible subcostal nerve in Figure 1 was traced on the internal oblique muscle during the operation, and a separate muscle piercing from the ilioinguinal nerve was observed.

In the present case, it could not be possible to identify the exact origin of the nerves or nerve branches owing to the natural progress of the routine hernia repair technique. This is the difference between surgical practice and anatomical cadaver dissection. Therefore, we could not name these anatomical structures entirely. This was really an exceptional view that the first author have not met during his over 20-year of surgical experience including thousands of groin hernia repairs.

It is known that there are discrepancies between surgeons and anatomist in interpreting some anatomical regions. Surgeons are familiar with fresh picture of surgical fields, whereas anatomist are very experienced about the thorough course of a structure from the origin to end. In the present case, an agreement between the surgeon and the anatomist was hardly established, while some structures remained arguable.

This complex distribution of the regional nerves surely creates a difficulty for the surgeons during the placement and the fixation of the mesh. All the sutures, staples or tackers should be placed under direct vision to provide an uneventful repair. Although it was not necessary in the present case, it can be considered to excise the a nerve or its branches if they obstruct a proper mesh placement. This approach has been found to be innocent in some recent controlled studies (15, 16).

We herein would like to present a very interesting view from a hernia repair. Although the present case is an exception, the importance of the regional nerves in hernia repairs worth a mention always. The naming of the presented nervous structures is open for the contributions and the criticism of the readers.
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